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Housekeeping:

• Please stay on mute during the session

• If you wish to add a question or contribute, please 
use the chat and we will spot it

• If you are happy to, you can use the chat bar to 
connect with others 

• Today’s session is being recorded and the chat will 
be saved for internal purposes

• The session will end at 10.45am prompt

www.forumstrategy.org

http://www.forumstrategy.org/


Agenda 

9.15 – Welcome and introduction to the session; Rachael Gacs, Chair

9.20 – Developing and implementing an Environmental Sustainability strategy 

across a large organisation - Andy Brown, Head of Sustainability, Anglian Water 

Services

9.50 – Environmental sustainability – what do young people expect from us, 

and how well are we delivering? - Jessica Long, Head of Sustainability, Ipsos MORI

10.05 – Corporate Social Responsibility and embedding Environmental 

Sustainability at every level of your organisation - Mark Topley and Alex Bell, CSR 

Experts

10.40 – Summary & reflections



Andy Brown 

Head of Sustainability, Anglian Water Services

Developing and implementing an Environmental 

Sustainability strategy across a large organisation



Anglian Water:
A journey towards purpose

23 March 2021
Andy Brown Head of Sustainability









Facing up to long-term challenges
A corporate strategy that recognises the importance of water in everyday life

Love Every Drop strategy, 2010 New Strategic Direction Statement, 2017







• In July 2019, we became the first water company to legally enshrine public interest objectives 
in our company Articles of Association – a fundamental long-term change which locks in our 
commitment to doing the right thing for our communities and the environment

Building on our Public Interest Commitment
Enshrining our purpose as a water company for the long term

“For years we’ve operated diligently in the background, striving to minimise our impact on the 
environment while positively contributing to communities where we’ve been able to impact.

“This change marks a new era that codifies that approach and makes it permanent, ensuring 
all future owners and investors will be obligated to work in the same way, and giving 
regulators, stakeholders and customers the confidence that this is simply how we work.” 

Peter Simpson
CEO, Anglian Water

“Our Purpose is to bring environmental and social prosperity to the 
region we serve through our commitment to Love Every Drop.”



• Our Articles of Association sets our company purpose in stone. 
Our purpose cannot now be changed without a three-quarters 
majority of shareholders.

• This means we will continue to attract shareholders who share 
our values and focused on the long-term. Those seeking profit 
alone will likely look elsewhere.

• It will make our business more attractive to other investors.  
We have now raised £800m+ through Sterling Green Bond 
issues.

• It will permeate through the culture and values of the 
organisation. We have launched a new ‘North Star’ framework 
for staff framed by our purpose.

• It will also help us attract and retain the best talent. 

Anglian Water offers all employees the opportunity to spend at least a 
day a year volunteering for causes close to their heart through our Love 
to Help programme. Here a group of RiverCare volunteers is removing 
debris from one of our region’s streams. 

Building on our Public Interest Commitment
Why change our Articles of Association?

Credibility of the ‘purpose’ agenda is key





Recognition as a leading responsible business



Jessica Long

Head of Sustainability, Ipsos MORI

Environmental sustainability – what do young people 

expect from us, and how well are we delivering?
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Environmental 
sustainability     
What do young people expect from us, 
and how well are we delivering? 
Jessica Long

Head of Sustainability - IPSOS MORI



What we’re here to chat about today

18

How relevant is 
the 
environment to 
young people 
right now?

1 2 3

What are young 
people’s 
expectations of 
leadership?

How can you 
best engage 
young people 
moving 
forward?
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01 How relevant
is environmental sustainability 
right now?



4 in 5
believe ‘we are headed for an environmental disaster’

#1
global value that united us all in 2019 

2019
the year of ‘Climate Emergency’
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‘The Greta Effect’ – more popular than Oprah

Interest over time

‘Thunberging’ up by 230% in 2020
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2020

22

Pandemic

Recession

Social & Political Unrest
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Everyone is more worried than a year ago
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Q. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: In the long term, 
climate change is as serious a crisis as Covid-19 is

Base: 28,029 online adults aged 16-74: Fieldwork dates: Thursday 16 to Sunday 19 

April. 

71%
87%
84%
81%

76%
73%
72%
72%
71%
69%
67%
66%
64%

59%
59%

21%
11%
12%
13%
17%
20%
18%
20%
20%

24%
22%

26%
29%

33%
32%

World
China

Mexico
India

France
Spain
Japan

Italy
Brazil

Germany
Russia

Great Britain
Canada

Australia
United States

Strongly agree/tend to agree
Tend to disagree/strongly disagree

71% globally feel climate change is as serious 
long-term as COVID



The blurring of the ‘E’ and ‘S’ of ESG
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Environmental, Social & Governance

62% globally believe pandemic is linked to our misuse of the environment. Must pursue all 

three simultaneously – not in silos.
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02 Sustainability: 
Young people’s expectations 
of leadership 



Despite rising concern, willingness to try to live more sustainably 
hasn’t changed in six years
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Avoiding products which have a lot of
packaging

Avoiding buying new goods, mending
what you have or buying used

products instead

Saving energy at home, for example
by installing insulation or switching

off lights

Walking, cycling or using public
transport instead of driving a car

Recycling materials such as glass,
paper and plastic

Not flying, or replacing some flights
with train or bus journeys

2014

2020

2020

2020

39%
39%

2014

2014

2014

2014

2014

2020

2020

2020

50%
47%

38%

43%

49%

45%

47%
49%

55%

55%

BASE: 10,504 online adults aged 16-74 across 12 countries: Fieldwork dates: Feb 21 to Mar 6, 2020, Sep 26 to Oct 

10 2014



Fundamentally, people feel they are already doing enough in this 
space
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Older people more likely to assume personal action, young people more likely to demand systemic change



Younger people want systemic change; evident in their 
personal behaviour
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More than half globally have taken action in their own way –
against industry & government
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Young people more likely to protest than older people



But even when they want to do 
well – it’s confusing 

87+ eco labels in the UK 

It must be the path of least resistance for the consumer – as mentioned, they already feel they’re 
doing enough in this space.

Competing supply chains Environment vs animals

People default to 

recycling and 

pack; because 

it’s the easiest 

thing to 

understand. 

But even this is 

CONFUSING.
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03 How can you best engage 
young people moving 
forward



Say-Do Gap is real, but it’s also scape 
goat of inaction
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Knowledge
Awareness
Trust
Misinformation 
Agency
Paradox of Choice

Need to pursue the path of least trade-offs 
for consumers to effectively engage
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Barriers

Triggers

Motivators

Addressing 

the intention 

vs behaviour 

gap
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Behaviour Change 
Model

Ability

Motivation

Processing

Social

Physical 

Young people more 
informed

Demand institutional 
change, not personal 
sacrifice

50% less likely 
to recycle if 
you live in a 
flat

Must be path of least possible trade 
offs for young people.  You do not 
need permission to act.

Won’t pay more –
but will choose if 
equal option

Keen to be seen 
to be green 

Ipsos Sustainability CEO Trust March 2021 ICUO
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Mistakes are okay, 
so long as you own them and 
shout about what you’ll do 
differently



SUMMARY
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Sustainability 

is the new 

business 

imperative –

not a question 

of should but 

how to act

1 2 3 4

Young people 

feel they’re 

doing enough 

in this space, 

they demand 

industry lead

Pursue path of 

least trade-offs 

for young 

people to 

engage; you do 

not need 

permission to 

act

Pursue shields 

and swords 

consistently –

always 

changing.  If 

you make a 

mistake – own 

it.
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Thank you

Jessica Long, Head of Sustainability 
Jessica.long@Ipsos.com 

Twitter: @jess_IpsosMORI
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Mark Topley & Alex Bell

CSR Experts

Corporate Social Responsibility and embedding 

Environmental Sustainability at every level of your 

organisation





















































Download the Wider Purpose 

Champions White Paper

https://csr.ck.page/6b5f0de39f


Summary & Close. 


